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He's a ruthless biker with a kingdom to run. She's a talented thief with a nose for trouble. Things are
about to get messy.SASHAI knew going in that this would be dangerous. But what choice did I
have?None, that's how much. You don't say "No" to a man like Fang, the mob boss I work for. Not if
you want to live to tell the tale.So I swallowed my fear and I took the mission: stealing drugs from
the Hell's Overlords MC. The first time was smooth. In and out like a flash.The second time was just
as easy.But the third timeâ€¦that's when everything went wrong.Now, I'm trapped in a basement,
staring into the stormy eyes of a man who doesn't like being robbed.Everything I feared is present in
those eyes. There's anger, and strength, and brutality.But there's something else, too.Something I
didn't expect, and it's scaring me more than anything else.He's hungry.Hungry for me.HER BODY
ISN'T THE ONLY THING I'M TAKING AS MY OWN.COLEThe first time I lay eyes on her, it feels
like I got struck by lightning. You've probably heard that before, but trust me â€“ this is different. This
isn't the "struck by lightning" you see in friendly little rom-coms with happy endings. It doesn't come
with warm fuzzies. It's not cute. No, the kind of lightning I'm talking about makes me want to do
things, things that you might not always like. It makes me want to bite her lip like a feral dog, to
squeeze her hips in my hands and rid her of every scrap of clothing. The lightning surging through
my veins makes me harder than carved marble. There's only one release: to own her, again and
again, until the thirst is quenched. I don't know how long that will take.But I'm willing to find
out.STOLEN is a full-length, standalone romance novel with steamy hot sex, strong language, a
happily every after ending, and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains dark and disturbing themes, and
over-the-top sexiness that may be uncomfortable for some readers. Perfect for fans of Sam
Crescent, Jenika Snow, L Wilder, Sabrina Paige, Lauren Landish, Vanessa Waltz, Jordan Marie,
and Nicole Snow.For a limited time, includes a free bonus novel, A BROKEN VOW, plus a sneak
preview of my bestselling MC romance, OVERDOSED.
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I don't give one star reviews. But this is one of those exceptions. I liked the idea of the concept. But
the delivery was terrible. He catches her and she still has her cell phone. Then he lets her almost
get taken. Then a trap then pointless sex. I felt it was lacking all over the dynamic between sasha
and Cole was just bad. The ending felt rushed. At least the bonus book is a good one. It had
potential but fell way short.

OK I've read quite a number of books by this author so when I see Stolen I think another great read
I thought. It started with a great plot grab my attention from the beginning another great MC story
and then, let me say did not like Sasha from the beginning and I truly thought Cole was this Bad
A$$ alpha prez oh well and then WTF!! This butterfly bust out of her cocoon and emerged with
Fangs back stabbing venom dropping fangs, on some level I got Cole but No just No so
disappointing heartbreaking disappointingðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ so Cole and Sasha should have been
left alongside Fang no more and Dante road on out as the new President him and Gage was the
ones with strong alpha loyalty. I was so excited for another great MC story because I truly love MC
bikers stories but after the emerging of the butterfly snake I just couldn't shake the down felt vibe, so
3 star's and they are for Dante, Gage the good plot and all the Brothers who lost their lives needless
not for nothing because Fang needed to go. The bonus book Broken Vow read that series it was
great just can't understand what happen with StolenðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢ðŸ˜¢!!!

I received a complimentary copy from the author...This book definitely had a lot of action and
suspense. Sasha and Cole were a hot combustible couple with a lot of trust issues. The story was
fast paced and there was never a dull moment, but at some points I felt the story was somewhat

rushed and forced. Still a great quick read.Possible spoilers below:I feel Cole trusted Sasha way too
easily after everything she did. And now for Sasha I liked her, but I didn't love her; the woman
caused the death of at least 16 men because she couldn't decide who her loyalty belonged to. This
book was more insta-love and that's alright, but I just felt like as long as Cole and Sasha were okay
no one else really mattered in the book.Also I wonder who was the one who was feeding Fang
insider information, we never did find out who it was.

Recently, I can't seem to find a perfect MC book to read. I am a sucker for a bad boy hero but I don't
think the hero in this book can be considered a bad boy.The book starts off with the heroine stealing
drugs from the hero's MC. She is a professional thief and was never caught, that is till the day the
hero set a trap to capture the thief. The hero is the MC's president and the last person he expected
to be stealing from him is a woman.Both the hero and the heroine, decided to play each other to get
information but feelings got mixed up, lies and betrayal were exposed and the story goes on.I like a
strong heroine but this heroine was not for me. She is quick to use sex to get what she want and
that doesn't sit well with me. Also she's very stupid and after she do something, then she thinks
about the consequences.The hero was a sissy. Never have I ever read a MC book where the hero
was afraid to shoot or could not find himself pulling the trigger. Also members of a MC do not rely on
the words of one woman. Obviously the woman who was stealing for you couple hours ago will also
lie to you.And since when do MC president leave the MC behind of a couple of days just to sleep
with some woman who would just betray him? I don't know but this book did not feel like what an
MC book should read like.

I received this book as an ARC for a honest review.Sasha is a thief, she steals when she is told to
and what she is told to. No questions asked. Her boss is not someone to be messed with.Cole is the
president of Hell's Overlords MC. He has worked very hard to get them to where they are
today.Sasha is sent to steal from Cole.Fang her boss has sent her to steal their drugs.The surprise
is that Cole set up Fang. He knew he was sending someone to steal and wanted to catch them and
have them lead him back to Fang.He gets a shock of the life when he finds out the thief is a girl,
Sasha to be exact. And the attraction between them is obvious.I recommend this book to
EVERYONE! Love it! Love Sasha and Cole!

I enjoy Zoey Parkers writing. I loved Overdosed:Fury's Storm MC more than Stolen possibly
because Cole had no desire to make his business legitimate. The drugs and nonchalant way he

dealt with his friends deaths didn't warm me up to him. He was sexy, but cared way too much for
Sasha within minutes of meeting her. She was not my favorite character either. She caused too
much havoc so soon into their "relationship" and it didn't seem to bother her. I will definitely keep
reading Parker's works, because I do enjoy her writing style, in fact, I will start Monster next!

I received this book as an ARC for an honest review.I love Zoey Parker as an author so for to date
she is to disappoint in any book i have read of hers and stolen is no different.With strong alpha
males and independent headstrong women this book is a hit, all the gritty edge of of seat moments
as well as tender loving ones. The way each character grows and changes through out the books is
brilliant and watching the dynamic of their relationship and how they have to learn to trust and love
one another is fantastic.Over all another brillian read by Zoey Parker knocked out the park again :D
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